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So who ever thought the 2004 U.S. presidential election had the remotest chance of being
honest and democratic?

Not,  one  might  guess,  the  electronic  voting  security  experts  like  Ken  Thompson,  Roy
Saltman, Rebecca Mercuri, Bruce Schneier, Doug Jones, Victoria Collier, Aviel Rubin, Lynn
Landes, and Bev Harris, who have for years been warning that the new voting technology
coming  into  use  in  the  United  States  offers  unprecedented  opportunities  for  electoral
fraud.[1]

Probably  not  Osama bin  Laden,  who  made  his  much-anticipated  Jack-in-the-Box  video
appearance three days before polling day: wearing a gold-lamé hospital gown in front of a
blank shower curtain, and with a nose that looked to have been quite recently punched flat,
he landed some anti-Bush shots that Rush Limbaugh and the other ring-tailed roarers of the
American right were happy to interpret as a last-minute endorsement of John Kerry.[2]

And certainly not Republican Congressional Representative Peter King, who made an equally
notable video statement on the afternoon of November 2nd, long before the polls closed, in
the course of a White House function that seemed to have put him into a celebratory mood.
“It’s already over,” he told the interviewer. “The election’s over. We won.” Asked how he
knew at that early hour, King replied: “It’s all over but the counting. And we’ll take care of
the counting.”[3]

One of the people who took care of the counting–and who was responsible as well for some
of  the  most  decisive  crookedness  of  the  election,  and  the  most  flagrant  illegalities  of  the
post-election cover-up–is J. Kenneth Blackwell, Ohio’s Republican Secretary of State.

To give the man his due, Blackwell is at once more discreet and more grotesquely Orwellian
than  the  tipsy  Congressman  King.  Rather  than  flaunting  his  election-stealing  prowess,  he
has preferred to boast in a Washington Times op-ed that while the election in Ohio was not
in all respects perfect (“a seven-hour wait” outside polling stations, he acknowledges, “is
clearly unacceptable”), it was nonetheless “perfectly inspiring–a testament to the strength
and power of our democratic system, the commitment of American voters to have their
voices heard and the integrity of the process that encouraged participation and demanded
fairness.”[4]

Prior to the election, this versatile ironist was reported to be “coming out strong” in support
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of the proposal to ban same-sex marriage: in late October, Blackwell made an appearance
with Pastor Rod Parsley, president of “The Center for Moral Clarity,” in the course of which
he edified “an energized crowd” in the “Cathedral of Praise” by telling them that the notion
of same-sex couples “even defies barnyard logic […] the barnyard knows better.”[5]

But  Blackwell’s  talent–and  his  affliction–goes  beyond  irony  or  hypocrisy  into  a  more
permanent state of inversion that one might think of as resembling the punishment reported
by the poet Dante for religiously inflected fraud.[6] In another speech in the same week of
October–the context this time being his refusal to obey a federal court order requiring him
to comply with the Help America Vote Act–Blackwell compared himself, in his willingness to
endure the unlikely punishment of imprisonment, to Mohandas Gandhi, Martin Luther King,
and  the  Apostle  Paul.  A  spokesman  for  the  Ohio  Democratic  Party’s  Voter  Protection
Program offered the appropriate rejoinder: “Many civil rights leaders went to jail to defend
the right to vote. If this official wants to go to jail to thwart it, that would be unfortunate.”[7]

The talented Mr. Blackwell has garnered praise for having launched “The Ohio Center for
Civic Character: A Citizen Education Initiative of the Ohio Secretary of State.” The Center’s
goal, “a revolution of character-building in our great state,” is to be achieved by providing
“today’s generation of  leaders” with “a shared vocabulary of  character-building ethics”
which Blackwell calls “Uncommon Sense.”[8] It may come as no surprise that one of his
most recent public appearances prior to the Bush inauguration was a lecture, delivered on
January 12th, 2005 to an exclusive audience at the Scioto Country Club in rural southern
Ohio, on the subject of “Ethics in Leadership.”[9]

Like  the unsavoury  Katherine Harris,  who was Florida  Secretary  of  State  in  2000 and
simultaneously  state  Chair  of  the  Florida  Bush-Cheney  campaign,  Kenneth  Blackwell
occupied a strategic double position as Co-Chair of the Ohio Bush-Cheney campaign and
Secretary of State in what analysts correctly anticipated would be the key swing state of the
2004 election. From this position, a growing body of evidence shows, he was able to oversee
a  partisan  and  racist  pre-election  purging  of  the  electoral  rolls,[10]  a  clearly  partisan
reduction of the number of voting precincts in counties won by Gore in 2000 (a move that
helped suppress the 2004 Democratic turnout),[11] a partisan and racist misallocation of
voting  machines  (which  effectively  disenfranchised  tens  of  thousands  of  African-American
voters),[12] a partisan and racist system of polling-place challenges (which together with
electoral roll purges obliged many scores of thousands of African-Americans to vote with
‘second-class-citizen’ provisional ballots),[13] and a fraudulent pre-programming of touch-
screen  voting  machines  that  produced  a  systematic  ‘flipping’  of  Democratic  votes  into
Bush’s  tally  or  the  trash  can.[14]

In a nation that enforced its own laws, the misallocation of voting machines–a clear violation
of  the  equal  protection  provisions  of  the  Fourteenth  Amendment  to  the  U.S.
Constitution–would  alone  have  sufficed  to  invalidate  the  Ohio  election.

Having  overseen  one  of  the  more  flagrantly  corrupt  elections  in  recent  American  history,
Blackwell  and his Republican machine proceeded to “take care of  the counting”–which
involved a partisan and racist dismissal of scores of thousands of African-American ballots
as  “spoiled,”[15]  a  flagrantly  illegal  “lock-down”  of  the  vote-tallying  process  in  Warren
County  on the transparently  false  grounds of  a  supposed terrorist  threat,[16]  massive
electronic  vote-tabulation fraud in this  and other south-western Ohio counties,[17]  and
marginally  less  flagrant  but  evidently  systematic  forms  of  ‘ghost-voting’  and  vote  theft
elsewhere  in  the  state.[18]
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Blackwell then saw to it (with the active assistance of partisan Republican judges, and the
passive assistance of a strangely supine Democratic Party) that no even partial recount–let
alone anything resembling a voting-machine or vote-tabulator audit–could get under way
prior to the selection of Ohio’s Republican electors to the Electoral College.[19]

He also did his utmost to block public access to election data, ordering the Boards of
Election in all eighty-eight Ohio counties to prevent public inspection of poll books until after
certification of the vote, which he delayed until December 6th.[20] On December 10th, his
Election  Administrator,  Pat  Wolfe,  intervened to  prevent  analysis  of  poll-book  data  by
ordering,  on Blackwell’s  authority,  a  renewed “lock-down” of  voting records in  Greene
County and the entire state. (According to Ohio Revised Code Title XXXV Elections, Sec.
3503.26,  such records are to be open to the public;  Ohio Revised Code Sec.  3599.42
explicitly declares that any violation of Title XXXV “constitutes a prima facie case of election
fraud….”)[21]

Bizarrely enough, on the night following the statement to election observers in Greene
County that all voter records in the State of Ohio were “locked down” and “not considered
public  records,”  the  Greene  County  offices  were  left  unlocked:  when  the  same  election
observers returned at 10:15 on the morning of Saturday, December 11th, they found the
building  open,  a  light  on  in  the  office  (which  had  not  been  on  when  it  was  closed  on  the
evening of the 10th), and all of the poll books and voting machines unsecured.[22]

When at last the Green and Libertarian parties’ lawyers were able to obtain a recount,
Blackwell presided over one that was fully as corrupt as the election had been. Sample hand
recounts  were to  be carried out  in  each county,  involving randomly-selected precincts
constituting at least three percent of the vote; any disagreements between the sample
recount  and  the  official  tally  were  supposed  to  prompt  a  full  county-wide  hand  recount.
According to Green Party observers, however, a substantial proportion of Ohio’s eighty-eight
counties broke the law by not selecting their hand-recount precincts randomly.[23] There is
evidence,  most  crucially,  that  Triad  Governmental  Systems,  the  private  corporation
responsible for servicing the vote-tabulation machines in about half of the state, tampered
with selected machines in counties across Ohio immediately before the recount in order to
ensure  that  the  sample  recount  tallies  would  conform  with  the  official  vote  tallies.[24]
(Triad’s technicians knew which machines to tamper with because, it would appear, Board of
Election  officials,  in  open  violation  of  the  law,  told  them  which  precincts  had  been  pre-
selected.)

Despite  this  widespread  tampering,  there  were  discrepancies  in  at  least  six  counties
between  the  sample  hand  recounts  and  the  official  tallies–and  yet  the  Board  of  Elections
refused to conduct full county-wide hand recounts.[25] As David Swanson writes,

Only one county conducted a full hand recount, which resulted in 6 percent
more votes than in the original  vote.  Those extra votes were evenly split
between Kerry and Bush, but–even assuming that one county’s votes have now
been properly counted–how do we know where votes in the other 87 counties
would fall? Should an extra several percent of them show up, and should they
be weighted toward Kerry, the election would not have yet been what the
media keeps telling us it is: over.[26]

Although  required  by  law  as  Secretary  of  State  to  investigate  electoral  irregularities,
Blackwell consistently refused to do so. He refused to respond to a formal letter from John
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Conyers and other members of the Congressional Black Caucus itemizing a host of alleged
improprieties and asking what he had done to correct or investigate them. He also refused
to  testify  in  lawsuits  against  him  arising  from  the  election  and  its  aftermath–in  the
expectation, no doubt, that any cases not declared moot once George W. Bush was safely
reconfirmed  as  president  by  the  votes  of  the  Electoral  College  and  of  Congress  would  be
dealt with by higher courts dominated by Republican judges.

Katherine Harris’s reward for her work in throwing the 2000 Florida election to Bush was a
safe seat in Congress. Kenneth Blackwell has named his prize: he wants to be Governor of
Ohio. In a post-election fundraising letter soliciting funds for his governorship campaign, he
takes credit for delivering Ohio to George W. Bush–and thus, since Ohio decided the national
outcome, for ensuring his second term as president:

I  have  no  doubt  the  strong  campaign  we  helped  the  President  run  in
Ohio–coupled  with  a  similar  effort  I  helped  deliver  for  State  Issue  One  (the
Marriage  Protection  Amendment)–can  easily  be  credited  with  turning  out
record numbers of conservatives and evangelicals on Election Day. [….] And, I
draw great satisfaction in hearing liberal members of the media credit the
Marriage Protection Amendment as [the] single most important factor that
drove President Bush over the top in Ohio

In the same letter, true to the general inversion of his world view, Blackwell takes credit for
his success in preventing electoral fraud:

I have never shied away from the giving the liberals fits. And I’m sure that with
all the potential voter-fraud we prevented during this last election, they will be
looking to get even with me in my next political campaign. [….] As Secretary of
State, I have been sued almost 30 times since this summer because I stood up
for the rights of voters like you and against liberal trial lawyers and activist
judges who wanted to give this election to Senator Kerry. [….] When the ACLU
and the other members of the radical left worked to stop me from cracking
down and prohibiting outrageous ways to commit voter fraud, I fought back
and won. [27]

But what precisely does it mean to say that lawyers and judges who sought to protect the
rights of minority voters from Blackwell’s manifold vote-suppression tactics would have
‘given’  the  election  to  Kerry?  This  sounds  rather  like  a  coded  acknowledgment  of  a
Republican truth that was, notoriously, voiced openly in July 2004 by a Republican state
representative  in  nearby Michigan:  “If  we do not  suppress  the  Detroit  vote”–for  Ohio,
substitute the Akron, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Columbus, Dayton, or Toledo vote–“we’re going
to have a tough time in this election cycle.”[28]

* * *

The  Ohio  recount  of  the  presidential  vote  was  declared  officially  terminated  on  December
28th, a day that in the Roman Catholic calendar of saints commemorates the Slaughter of
the Innocents.  With a derisory alteration of  the official  count (Kerry received an additional
734  votes,  and  Bush  449),  George  W.  Bush  retained  a  certified  victory  margin  in  Ohio  of
118,755 votes–still large enough to look decisive, though well down from the lead of over
136,000  he  was  credited  with  in  the  first  official  tallies.  As  Bob  Fitrakis,  Steven  Rosenfeld
and Harvey Wasserman have remarked, the end came
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amidst  bitter  dispute  over  official  certification  of  impossible  voter  turnout
numbers, over the refusal of Ohio’s Republican Supreme Court Chief Justice to
recuse  himself  from crucial  court  challenges  involving  his  own re-election
campaign, over the Republican Secretary of State’s refusal to testify under
subpoena, over apparent tampering with tabulation machines, over more than
100,000 provisional and machine-rejected ballots left uncounted, over major
discrepancies in certified vote counts and turnout ratios, and over a wide range
of  unresolved disputes that  continue to  leave the true outcome of  Ohio’s
presidential vote in serious doubt. [29]

The end to the post-election process as a whole came on January 6th, 2005, when the
United  States  House  of  Representatives  and  Senate,  the  assembled  Congress  of  the
American republic, voted to ratify the votes cast by the Electoral College–an act which
formally made George W. Bush President for the next four years.

What is normally a purely ceremonial state occasion was interrupted, this year, by the brief
irruption  of  a  more  authentic  form of  human dignity.  Ohio  Democratic  Representative
Stephanie Tubbs-Jones, supported by California Democratic Senator Barbara Boxer, rose to
challenge the Ohio results, thereby forcing the Senate and House of Representatives to
separate in order to conduct, in Tubbs-Jones’ words, “a formal and legitimate debate about
election irregularities,” and to engage, if  only for  the two hours prescribed for  such a
debate, with the arguments of those Democratic representatives and senators whose sense
of  ethics  and  of  duty  had  led  them  to  join  what  Boxer  called  “the  fight  for  electoral
justice.”[30]

As Mark Weisbrot wrote in an article published by the Knight Ridder newspaper chain,
Republican lawmakers responded to Senator Boxer, and to Representative Tubbs-Jones and
her  colleagues  in  the  Congressional  Black  Caucus,  “with  howls  of  derision.”[31]  Some
engaged in ad hominem tactics, labeling the objections “base” and “outrageous” (David
Hobson, R-Ohio), and calling the objectors “aspiring fantasy authors” of “wild conspiracy
theories,”  whose  behaviour  exemplified  “their  party’s  primary  strategy  to  obstruct,  to
divide,  to destroy” (Deborah Pryce,  R-Ohio).  Others denounced the debate itself  as “a
travesty” (Senator Rick Santorum, R-Pennsylvania), a “squandering [of the Senate’s] time”
by people “who persist in beating a dead horse” (Senator George Voinovich, R-Ohio); or,
more gravely, as an exercise that “in the midst of a global war on terrorism […] clearly
emboldens those who would in fact undermine the prospect of democracy” (David Dreier (R-
California), and “an assault against the institutions of our representative democracy” by the
“X-Files wing” of the Democratic Party (Tom DeLay, R-Texas).

Out of this sound and fury there emerged the dim outline of a theory of Democracy-as-
Confidence-Trick–according to which criticism must be silenced because, as House Majority
Whip Roy Blunt (R-Missouri) put it,

Every  time  we  attack  the  process,  we  cast  that  doubt  on  that  fabric  of
democracy  that  is  so  important.  People  do  have  to  have  confidence  that  the
process works in a proper way. They don’t need to believe that it is absolutely
perfect because after all it’s the greatest democracy in the history of the world.
And it’s run by people who step forward and make a system work in ways that
nobody would believe until they see it […].

Take away the pseudo-democratic pieties, and what’s left as sub-text is a simpler message.
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In the laconic formulation of Ric Keller (R-Florida): “Get over it.”[32]

An overwhelming majority in Congress was anxious to do just that. Ohio’s Electoral College
votes, together with those from all  the other states, were ratified by votes of 267 to 31 in
the House of Representatives, and 74 to 1 in the Senate.

What, exactly, were these large majorities agreeing to “get over”? Residual stirrings of
anger–or possibly, on the Republican side, of conscience–over the fact that for the second
time in a row a presidential election has been marked by appalling levels of corruption and
fraud?

Ah, but while Al  Gore won the popular vote nationwide in the 2000 election by some
540,000 votes–and would, it  seems, have won Florida too, had the Supreme Court not
intervened to stop the vote count,  by as many as 23,000 votes[33]–aren’t  things different
this time? Ohio this time may have been a mess–no one’s “absolutely perfect,” even in “the
greatest  democracy  in  the  history  of  the  world”–but  didn’t  George  W.  Bush  win  the
nationwide popular vote in November 2004 by several million votes?

Do you really think so? How interesting. How–let me borrow a term from the lexicon of
George W. Bush’s newly confirmed Attorney General, Alberto Gonzales–how “quaint.”

 * * *

Ohio was the swing state of swing states on November 2nd, 2004, the one whose twenty
Electoral College votes decided the outcome of the U.S. presidential election. It is therefore
a  matter  of  some  significance  that  the  testimonial  evidence  of  corruption  in  the  Ohio
election is corroborated by statistical evidence which shows the election in this state–and
nationwide–to have been not just corrupt, but stolen.

The evidence in both categories is massively complex. But thanks to the no less massive
analytical labours over the past two months of citizen pro-democracy activists, of social
scientists,  of  mathematicians  and  statisticians,  of  computer  programmers,  and  of
alternative-media investigative journalists, it can nonetheless be conveniently summarized.

You want smoking guns? Here they are, starting with the evidence that John F. Kerry, and
not George W. Bush, won the state of Ohio.

1. Uncounted punch-card and provisional ballots.

Well over 13,000 Ohio provisional ballots were never counted, and 92,672 regular punch-
card ballots were set aside by vote-counting machines as indicating no choice for president.
Thus,  even  after  Ohio’s  supposed  recount,  a  total  of  over  106,000  ballots  remained
uncounted–though there was “no legal reason for not inspecting and counting each of these
ballots.”[34] But there seems to have been a very good political reason for not doing so: the
uncounted  ballots  came  disproportionately  from  places  like  the  cities  of  Cincinnati,
Cleveland and Akron, all of which voted overwhelmingly for the Democrats.

2. Fraud through default settings on touch-screen voting machines.

Some 15 percent of Ohio’s votes were cast using the new touch-screen voting machines. In
the city of Youngstown, in Mahoning County, there were repeated complaints about what
election  observers  referred  to  as  “vote  flipping”  by  the  ES&S  Ivotronic  touch-screen
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machines  used  there.  This  “flipping”  phenomenon,  also  widely  observed  in  other  states,
typically appeared to poll watchers “like a mere computer glitch, no different than a super
market checkout machine that records an incorrect price for lettuce.”[35]

But what was happening, in the vast majority of cases, was no “glitch.” As Dom Stasi notes,
“The laws of probability demand that multiple random errors trend toward even distribution,
but only if they are truly errors.”[36] Yet in all of the published accounts of vote flipping, the
“errors” consistently favoured Bush: voters who were trying to vote for Kerry found their
votes being given to Bush, transferred to third-party candidates, or simply erased.[37] The
Chairman of the Mahoning County Board of Elections is reported to have stated that “20 to
30 machines […] needed to be recalibrated during the voting process.”[38] He is not quoted
as saying that any action was taken, or could be taken, to compensate for the machines’
one-way errors–and there is evidence that many other machines were left uncorrected.

It  is  clearly  not  the  case,  as  one Youngstown poll  worker  claimed,  that  the  repeated
anomalies were due to the machines being “temperamental.”  A supermarket checkout
machine doesn’t charge ten dollars for a tin of sardines because it’s having a bad hair day: it
does so because that’s what it  has been (perhaps mistakenly) programmed to charge.
Similarly,  ES&S  machines  flipped  votes  from  Kerry  to  Bush  because,  as  Richard  Hayes
Phillips proposes, they had been given “preselected default settings” that made them do so.
And  if  they  flipped  votes  in  an  apparently  “temperamental”  manner,  ‘acting  up’  only  for
every fourth or fifth or tenth voter, that would be a sign, not of electronic hissy fits, but of
their having been programmed to move at preset intervals to the default setting.

One of the six machines in Youngstown’s precinct 5G appears to have had a default setting
for no vote at all. It may have been single-handedly responsible for the fact that nearly 14
percent of the ballots cast in this precinct (where the votes were running in Kerry’s favour in
a  ratio  of  12  to  1)  were  “undervotes,”  that  is,  votes  cast  with  no  preference  for
president.[39] Elsewhere, the subtler effect of  many machines moving at intervals to their
default settings would have been a gently tidal lifting of the Republican vote tallies by
thousands of stolen votes.[40]

3. ‘Ghost’ absentee voters in Trumbull County.

What appears to be a similar effect of widely diffused fraud came to light in Trumbull County
when Dr. Werner Lange undertook the labour of inspecting 106 of the county’s precinct poll
books. Among the absentee votes listed in these books he found a total of 580 apparent
‘ghost’ votes–that is, “absentee votes for which there were no absentee voters identified.”
In other words, there were on average 5.5 faked absentee votes in each of the precinct
books he checked. The number may not seem significant, but this level of faked absentee
votes, if it turned out to have been reproduced across the state of Ohio, would have resulted
in a total of over 62,000 faked votes.[41]

Just how widespread this particular form of cheating was we may never know, since it
appears that in many counties the electoral data is now being destroyed.

Lange’s  evidence  has  been  challenged  by  Russ  Baker,  who  in  a  study  financed  by  “the
Investigative Fund of the Nation Institute” describes himself as “an old-style investigative
reporter.” The ‘investigation’ in this instance didn’t go beyond accepting the explanation of
a  Trumbull  County  official  “that  the  poll  books  Lange  looked  at  had  been  printed  before
absentee voting ended–including those who voted in the final days before the election at the
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Board’s  offices.  The  books  would–according  to  practice–be  updated  to  include
everyone.”[42]

But the investigator, bless his gum shoes, seems not to have understood what is at issue.
Lange writes that his study “would have been completed weeks earlier if Ohio Secretary of
State Kenneth Blackwell […] had not unlawfully ordered all 88 boards of elections to prevent
public inspection of poll books until after the certification of the vote.” In other words, much
if not all of his inspection of poll books was carried out after the official certification of the

Ohio vote on December 6th–and thus more than a month after election day. When, if not at
the time their votes were recorded, does Baker imagine that the identities of absentee
voters would be recorded in the poll books?

4. Implausible voter turnout figures.

In  Franklin  County,  which  includes  the  city  of  Columbus,  voter  turnout  figures  in  the  125
precincts won by Bush were on average nearly 10 percent higher than in the 346 precincts
won by Kerry: the median turnout in Bush precincts was 60.56 percent; in Kerry precincts it
was 50.78 percent.[43] Though the wide turnout differences here and in Ohio’s other largely
urban counties  may be ascribed in  large part  to  Kenneth Blackwell’s  vote-suppression
tactics,  including the partisan misallocation  of  voting machines,  they have also  raised
suspicions  that  large  numbers  of  Kerry  votes  went  unrecorded.  These  suspicions  are
strengthened  by  the  certified  reports  from  pro-Kerry  Cleveland,  in  Cuyahoga  County,  of
precincts with turnouts of as few as 22.31 percent (precinct 6B), 21.43 percent (13O), 20.07
percent (13F), 14.59 percent (13D), and 7.85 percent (6C) of the registered voters.[44]
Thousands of people in these precincts lined up for many hours in the rain in order, it would
appear, not to vote.

Meanwhile,  in  pro-Bush  Perry  County,  the  voting  records  certified  by  Secretary  of  State
Blackwell included two precincts with reported turnouts of 124.4 and 124.0 percent of the
registered  voters,  while  in  pro-Bush  Miami  County,  there  were  precincts  whose  certified
turnouts, if not physically impossible, were only slightly less improbable.[45] These and
other instances of implausibly high turnouts in precincts won by Bush, and implausibly low
turnouts in precincts won by Kerry, are strongly suggestive of widespread tampering with
the vote-tabulation processes.

Similarly anomalous patterns of differences in voter turnout have been detected by Richard
Hayes Phillips in Lucas County, which includes the city of Toledo. In this case, the story has
a piquant twist: thieves broke into Lucas County Democratic Headquarters on the night of
October 12th, and stole computers containing all of the party’s local organizing and get-out-
the-vote plans. It comes as no surprise that vote-tabulation manipulations in Toledo–and
election-day  vote-suppression  efforts  as  well–appear  to  have  been  particularly  well-
focused.[46]

5. Vote-tabulation fraud in Miami County.

The fact  that  Miami  County reported two successive sets  of  returns  on election night
attracted  suspicion  from  the  start.  The  county’s  initial  figures,  with  100  percent  of  the
precincts  reporting,  seemed improbably  low,  with  31,620 votes  cast–only  about  three-
quarters as many as in the 2000 election. But the second total, when it came in late on
election night,  seemed improbably  high–50,235 votes  cast  altogether–as  well  as  being
peculiarly tidy in two respects: John Kerry’s share of the vote remained, to one-hundredth of
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one percent, exactly what it had been in the first set of returns (33.92 percent); and George
W. Bush was shown to have won the county by exactly 16,000 votes.

The  final  certified  figures  (which  include  1,542  provisional  ballots  added  to  the  total)
provided further surprises. In a county whose population had increased by only 1.38 percent
since 2000, the number of votes cast rose by a whopping 20.86 percent. Bush’s margin of
victory over Kerry in the county was larger by 7.3 percent than his margin of victory over
Gore had been in 2000, meaning either that the county swung strongly in Bush’s favour, or
else that he succeeded in capturing an overwhelming proportion–well over 90 percent–of
the nearly 9,000 additional voters.

A third possibility also presents itself: namely, that a substantial number of the people who
voted for George Bush in Miami County in 2004 do not in fact exist.

Richard  Hayes  Phillips  proposes  that  the  Miami  County  returns  are  riddled  with
fraud–sometimes rather sloppy fraud, as when the precincts of Concord South and Concord
South West  reported voter  turnouts  of  94.27 and 98.55 percent  respectively,  while  in
adjoining Concord South East the turnout amounted to only 56.55 percent of registered
voters.[47]  (The  Concord  South  West  turnout  figure  means,  by  the  way,  that  only  ten
registered voters failed to vote–though more than that number of voters in the precinct
have signed affidavits testifying that they did not vote.)[48]

6. Vote-tabulation fraud in Warren, Butler, Clermont (and other) Counties.

There is strong evidence of large-scale vote-tabulation fraud in these three contiguous and
traditionally Republican counties in southwestern Ohio. The comparisons between the 2000
and 2004 figures that Richard Hayes Phillips provides are instructive. In Warren County,

the population increased by 14.75%, the number of registered voters increased by 29.66%,
voter turnout increased by 33.55%, Bush’s point spread increased from 42.24% to 44.58%,
and Bush’s  victory  margin  increased from 29,176 votes  to  41,124 votes.  In  Clermont
County[…], the population increased by 4.39%, the number of registered voters increased
by 10.20%, voter turnout increased by 24.86%, Bush’s point spread increased from 37.50%
to 41.69%, and Bush’s victory margin increased from 26,202 votes to 36,376 votes. In Butler
County[…], the population increased by 3.12%, the number of registered voters increased
by 10.06%, voter turnout increased by 18.18%, Bush’s point spread increased from 29.40%
to 32.52%, and Bush’s victory margin increased from 40,197 votes to 52,550 votes.[49]

These figures are vehemently to be suspected, not least because of the election-night “lock-
down” of the Warren County administrative building–an event which may suggest that the
team responsible for ensuring that Bush’s Ohio vote tallies added up to a convincing victory
was at work behind those locked doors, and didn’t want their earnest meditations to be
disturbed by election observers, journalists, or ‘terrorists’ of any kind.

At  the  precinct  level,  dubious  figures  throughout  these  three  counties  cry  out  for  detailed
investigation. For example, in Butler County’s St. Clair Township, where voter turnout rose
by 8.27 percent, Kerry received exactly 10.00 percent fewer votes than Gore had in 2000;
while in two precincts of Liberty Township (which accounted for a quarter of the purported
increase in Bush’s margin of victory in Butler County, the numbers of registered voters are
said to have risen since 2000 from 660 to 1,834 (an increase of 177.9 percent) and from 596
to 1,451 (an increase of 143.5 percent).
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A more distinct marker of fraud is the fact that in all three counties C. Ellen Connally, a
comparatively  little-known  African-American  municipal  judge  from  Cleveland  who  was
running as a Democrat for the position of Chief Justice against a well-funded Republican
incumbent,  Thomas  Moyer,  received  significantly  more  votes  than  did  the  Kerry-Edwards
ticket–in  Butler  County,  5,347  more,  and  in  Clermont  County,  4,146  more  votes.  As
Congressman John Conyers and his colleagues emphasized in their letter of December 2nd
to Secretary of State Blackwell, this is a bizarre anomaly:

Have you examined how an underfunded Democratic State Supreme Court
candidate could receive so many more votes in Butler County than the Kerry-
Edwards  ticket?  If  so,  could  you  provide  us  with  the  results  of  your
examination?  Is  there  any  precedent  in  Ohio  for  a  downballot  candidate
receiving on a percentage or absolute basis so many more votes than the
presidential  candidate of  the same party  in  this  or  any other  presidential
election? Please let us know if any other County in Ohio registered such a
disparity on a percentage or absolute basis. [50]

Blackwell, needless to say, did not respond to these questions. But as Conyers and his
researchers went on to discover for themselves, the obscure Judge Connally did in fact out-
poll the Democratic presidential candidate in seven other Ohio counties: Auglaize, Brown,
Darke, Highland, Mercer, Miami, and Putnam Counties.[51]

If  this  “disparity”  of  Connally  out-polling  Kerry  is  a  sign  that  Kerry  votes  were  being
discarded or switched to Bush through vote-tabulation fraud in Butler, Clermont and Warren
Counties, then it is also a marker of electoral fraud in these other counties as well.

7. Doing the sums: one analyst’s estimate.

After conducting precinct-by-precinct analyses of statistical anomalies in the election results
“in fifteen Ohio counties accounting for 62% of the registered voters in the state,” Richard
Hayes Phillips determined that, on a conservative estimate, “the reported margin of victory
for  George  W.  Bush  in  the  State  of  Ohio  is  inflated  by  101,020  votes.”  This  estimate,  in
addition to being conservative, is also incomplete. Phillips remarks that “These studies were
conducted under  time constraints  and with  such evidence as  Ohio  officials  were  willing  to
provide. Even in the counties that I have analyzed, I have examined only certain aspects of
a well-orchestrated and multi-faceted plan to undermine democracy in Ohio.” Emphasizing,
in conclusion, that he has yet to analyze the data from seventy-three of Ohio’s eighty-eight
counties, Phillips implies that the manifold forms of electoral fraud and vote suppression
identified were sufficient to divert to Bush what would have been, in a clean election, a clear
Kerry victory.[52]

8. Cuyahoga County: other kinds of fraud.

In moving on to evidence beyond that which Richard Hayes Phillips took into account, I need
first to explain one very large-scale false alarm. The election results published by Cuyahoga
County (which includes the city of Cleveland) led a number of commentators in November
2004–myself among them–to believe that there had been massive ‘ghost-voting’ fraud in
the  suburbs  of  Cleveland.[53]  But  the  official  lists  showing  twenty-nine  communities  with
voter turnout figures of more than 100 percent (and hence some 93,000 ‘ghost votes’ in the
county) turned out to result from a bizarrely structured software program that grouped
communities in the same congressional, house and state senate districts, and added the
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total  number of absentee ballots within the combined districts to the voter turnout figures
for  each community  in  these  districts-though not  to  the  vote  totals  for  candidates  or
issues.[54]

This  programming  oddity  worked,  the  County’s  website  idiotically  declared,  in  “even-
numbered years.” What its intended function might have been is hard to say. It could have
been a piece of innocent stupidity, or the residue of an abandoned ghost-voting scheme–or
even  a  Karl  Rovian  fool-catcher,  designed  to  set  the  blogosphere  alight  with  easily
extinguished flames.

But other, more subtle, forms of electoral corruption now appear to have been detected in
the Cuyahoga County returns.

As may have been observed, the statistically-informed analyses of Richard Hayes Phillips
are open to the objection that  some of  his  judgments are,  in  the end,  no more than
subjective. Many of the anomalies he swings at are, without question, home-run pitches: the
voter turnout figures in Concord, Miami County, for example, amount to a fast ball over the
plate that Phillips hits over the back fence. In other instances, as in Warren County and the
adjoining counties of southwestern Ohio, his analyses are corroborated by evidence like the
Judge Connally disparity. There may be further cases, though, in which a skeptical reader
might well ask for firmer evidence of fraud than one analyst’s “professional judgment.” Two
recently published studies of the Cuyahoga County data appear to offer methods of analysis
that could be usefully applied to the election returns from other Ohio counties–and, quite
possibly, from other states as well.  The first establishes the likelihood that what observers
thought to be mere incompetence in the conduct of the election in Cleveland was actually a
deliberately designed feature intended to throw large numbers of votes from Kerry to Bush;
the  second,  if  its  “reverse-engineering”  programming  analysis  can  be  confirmed,  would
show that a significant number of the official precinct vote-tallies in this county–and perhaps
in many others–were fraudulently generated by a hacker.

James  Q.  Jacobs’  still  ongoing  work  with  the  Cuyahoga  County  data  reveals  a  significant
connection between two apparently disparate features of the election: the fact that odd and
wholly implausible clumps of votes in certain precincts went to third-party candidates in a
manner that some observers have thought must point to computer hacking; and the fact,
noted with frustration by many voters and election-day observers, that in many instances
the same polling place was used for two or more voting precincts, and that because of
inadequate or nonexistent precinct labeling, significant numbers of voters found themselves
in the wrong line-ups.

Jacobs demonstrates a connection between the two: the anomalous third-party votes arose
from the fact that the punch-card ballots given to voters in adjoining precincts listed the
presidential candidates in different sequences. What he calls “precinct cross-voting” led to
many ballots being counted by machines that were coded to attribute punch-marks in a
manner differing from the printed sequence of candidates’ names on the ballots. As Jacobs’
detailed and statistically sophisticated analysis shows, the result was a steady diversion of
votes from Kerry, the candidate favoured by an overwhelming majority of Cleveland voters,
to Bush and to third-party candidates.[55] What at first seems no more than spectacularly
incompetent  election  design  appears,  on  reflection,  more  likely  to  have  been  intended  to
produce exactly this effect.

But if the clumps of third-party votes seem not to have been the result of hackers moving
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votes about and leaving some of them parked with third-party candidates, that doesn’t
mean that hacking was not taking place. Another analysis that may have wide potential
applicability has been published at the Democratic Underground website by a computer
programmer who claims to have special expertise in the reverse-engineering of calculations,
and who goes by the blogger cognomen of ’59sunburst.’ (Because this analysis has been
anonymously published–and because, moreover, I have been unable to activate the author’s
link to a field of supporting data–I  present it  with due reservations, in the hope that those
possessing programming expertise may be able to critically assess its validity.)

Finding it curious that in 46 Cuyahoga County precincts George Bush received the same
number of votes in 2004 as in 2000, while only in 12 precincts did John Kerry receive the
same number of votes that Al Gore did in 2000, ’59sunburst’ speculated that Bush’s 2000
numbers in each precinct might somehow have been used “as a benchmark for altering the
results of 2004”–with a putative hacker’s goal being to ensure that Bush’s 2000 level of
support was either maintained or enhanced. ’59sunburst’ was able to develop a quite simple
mathematical formula which made it possible “to calculate Kerry’s and Bush’s 2004 totals
for over 400 precincts using Bush’s 2000 numbers and a randomizing factor”; this formula,
s/he claims, works both for the preliminary results published on November 8th and the final
results published by Cuyahoga County’s Board of Elections on November 30th.

After  demonstrating,  with  figures  from Cleveland  precinct  1M,  how  the  formula  generates
Bush’s and Kerry’s 2004 vote tallies for both the November 8th and the November 30th
reports out of the Bush 2000 vote count and the number of votes cast in 2004, ’59sunburst’
anticipates the obvious objection: If you throw the right randomizing factor into such a
calculation, “you can make anything come out the way you want it to.”

True–but it appears that someone was indeed making things come out the way he wanted to
on election night.  For,  as it  happens,  Cleveland precinct 1N–the very next one on the
list–requires the very same “randomizing factor” as precinct 1M (Factor: 0.0618) for the
formula to work. The same phenomenon recurs repeatedly with other pairs (or triplets) of
consecutively listed precincts: Cleveland 6G and 6H (Factor: 0.005), Cleveland 10D and 10E
(Factor: 0.024), Cleveland Heights 3C and 3D (Factor: 0.0267), East Cleveland 2E and 2F
(Factor: 0.0263), East Cleveland 2H and 3A (Factor: 0.0241), East Cleveland 3B, 3C, and 3D
(Factor: 0.0158), and so on.[56]

If  the  “randomizing  factor”  numbers  were  different  in  each  precinct,  or  only  randomly
coincided, there would be no reason to suspect a hacker’s presence. What gives the game
away  is  the  reappearance  of  the  same  numbers  in  successive  precincts–an  obvious
economizing  of  effort  on  the  part  of  a  hacker  whose  sticky  fingerprints  on  the  Cuyahoga
County returns are made visible by that very fact. The effects of this hacking appear to have
been substantial: in the first pair of precincts discussed by ’59sunburst’ alone, Bush’s tally
rose from 2 votes in 2000 to 23 in 2004 (precinct 1M), and from 2 votes in 2000 to 32 in
2004 (precinct 1N).

8. The Ohio exit poll.

The November 2nd exit poll showed with some clarity the scale of the Republican Party’s
electoral fraud in Ohio. When I gathered the Ohio exit poll data from CNN’s website at 7:32
p.m. EST on election day, women voters (53 percent of the total) were reported as favouring
Kerry over Bush by 53 percent to 47 percent, while male voters (47 percent of the total)
preferred Kerry over Bush by 51 percent to 49 percent. The exit poll thus showed Kerry
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winning Ohio by a margin of 4.2 percent, with 52.1 percent of the vote to Bush’s 47.9
percent.[57]

According to the official vote tally, however, George W. Bush carried Ohio with 51 percent of
the  vote  to  John Kerry’s  48.5  percent–with  a  winning margin,  that  is,  of  2.5  percent.
(Subsequent adjustments to the tally as absentee and provisional ballots were counted cut
the margin of victory from 2.5 to 2 percent.)

But do exit  polls  mean anything at all?  According to the collective wisdom of political
pundits in the U.S. corporate media, the Ohio exit poll–like the national exit poll, which
showed John Kerry, not George W. Bush, winning the popular vote nationwide by a margin of
2.56 percent[58]–must  simply  have been wrong.  Set  aside the fact  that  professionally
conducted exit  polls  have been repeatedly  shown to  have a  high degree of  accuracy
(significantly higher than that of any other kind of polling). Set aside the fact that the 2004
polls were conducted with elaborate professional care by one of the most highly respected
pollsters in the business. Set aside as well the very peculiar fact that all of the divergences
between exit polls and vote tallies in the swing states in the 2004 election favoured George
W. Bush–often by amounts far outside the statistical margins of error–and the further fact
that none of the (frankly implausible) explanations put forward to deal with this statistical
anomaly have been supported by the smallest shred of evidence.[59]

Perhaps we should also avoid any mention of the high-toned denunciations of electoral fraud
delivered by George W. Bush, Colin Powell, and Republican Senators Richard Lugar and John
McCain following the second-round presidential election in Ukraine on November 21st, 2004.
For what was the key evidence adduced in this chorus of denunciations? And why were
these Republican statesmen threatening Ukraine with diplomatic isolation and economic
penalties if the election results were allowed to stand? Because there was a wide divergence
in Ukraine between the exit polls, which gave Viktor Yushchenko a commanding lead, and
the official vote tally, according to which the election was narrowly won by his pro-Russian
rival, Viktor Yanukovich.

Those who have not yet wholly averted their eyes from the matter might want to note that
the divergence between the second-round vote tally in Ukraine and what seems to be the
more trustworthy of the second-round Ukrainian exit polls was 6.2 percent.[60] By an odd
coincidence, the divergence between the exit poll result and the final vote tally in Ohio was
exactly the same: 6.2 percent.

* * *

If  George W. Bush didn’t win the vote tally in Ohio–and the evidence that he didn’t is
cumulatively overwhelming–then he didn’t properly win the Electoral College vote either.

And the popular vote? For the sake of completeness, and of decency, let’s briefly lay to rest
the idea that some tattered shreds of democratic legitimacy can be reclaimed for Bush’s
presidency through the pretense that he must, after all, have won the popular vote on
November 2nd.

I am not going to rehearse here any part of the rapidly accumulating body of analyses that
shows Republican electoral fraud to have been carried out in many other states from coast
to  coast  with  much  the  same  energy  and  inventiveness  as  in  Ohio.[61]  For  as  the
mathematician who posts his analyses of exit poll data at the Democratic Underground site
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under the name ‘TruthIsAll’ has intimated, and as Dr. Steven F. Freeman has shown in a
major new study which he has kindly shared with me in draft form, there is a simpler way of
showing that, in the big picture, the numbers which underlie Bush’s supposed victory in the
popular vote simply don’t add up.[62]

In  comparison to the election of  2000,  there were two dramatic  changes in  2004:  an
increase of some 14 percent in the total number of votes cast (which rose from 105,405,000
in 2000 to 120,255,000 in 2004), and a significant decline in the proportion of votes cast for
third-party candidates (which sank from 3,949,000 in 2000 to 1,170,000 in 2004). According
to the national exit poll data made available by CNN on the evening of November 2nd, 83
percent of those who voted in 2004 had also voted in 2000. This means, in slightly different
terms, that nearly 100 million people who voted in 2000, or close to 95 percent of the 2000
voters,  also  cast  ballots  in  2004.[63]  In  the 2004 exit  poll,  13,047 randomly selected
respondents stated that they had voted as follows:

                                  Bush           Kerry

Gore 2000 voters:          8%            91%
Bush 2000 voters:         90%           10%
Other 2000 voters:       17%           64%
New voters:                  41%            57%
 

Al Gore, remember, won the popular vote in 2000 by almost 544,000 votes (50,999,897
votes to George Bush’s 50,456,002).  Assuming that the 8 percent of  Gore voters who
migrated to Bush’s camp in 2004 more or less cancel out the 10 percent of Bush-2000
voters who swung to Kerry, one can take the base number of supporters for Bush and Kerry
in 2004 as amounting to 95 percent of the Republican and Democratic presidential vote
tallies in 2000–or, in round numbers, 48.4 million votes for Kerry and 47.9 million votes for
Bush.

If 95 percent of the 3,949,000 who voted for third-party candidates in 2000 also voted in
2004, then given that 64 percent of these people voted for Kerry and 17 percent for Bush,
that, in round numbers, would add 2.3 million votes to Kerry’s expected total and 600,000 to
Bush’s, raising them to 50.7 million for Kerry and 48.5 million for Bush.

Add in the 20.2 million new voters, 57 percent of whose ballots, according to the exit poll,
went to Kerry, and 41 percent to Bush. That means 11.5 million additional votes for Kerry,
and 8.3 million additional votes for Bush. The final expected total comes out to 62.2 million
votes for Kerry, and 56.8 million expected votes for Bush.

Compare these numbers to the official results: 61,194,773 votes (or 51 percent of the total
votes  cast)  for  George  W.  Bush,  and  57,890,314  (or  48  percent)  for  John  Kerry.  The
discrepancies are striking: Bush appears to have received 4.4 million more votes than he
should have, and Kerry 4.3 million fewer than he should have.

The  magic–as  Congressman  Peter  King,  whom  I  quoted  at  the  outset,  evidently
understood–is in the counting. As a large and growing body of evidence makes clear, the
official tallies of the 2004 presidential election are to an unprecedented degree distorted by
fraud, much of it carried out through widespread and systematic tampering with electronic
vote-tabulation machines.
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There is, of course, another magic as well, whose secrets reside in all the manifold ways
of not  counting. In December 2000, Dr. Rebecca Mercuri,  a leading expert in issues of
electronic voting-technology security, together with Curtis Gans, director of the nonpartisan
Committee for the Study of the American Electorate, estimated that at least two million of
the ballots cast in that year’s presidential election never got counted. In the words of the
journalists  who  reported  this  estimate:  “That  would  disenfranchise  a  city  the  size  of
Houston.”[64] How large a city has been disenfranchised this time round, if in Ohio alone
106,000 ballots went uncounted?

And finally, there is the shabbiest magic of all–the magic of the corporate-media hacks and
think-tank trolls, whose collective mission it is to conjure away the most glaring evidence,
normalize the abnormal, and twist or bludgeon critical thinking into conformity.

* * *

What this adds up to, I have suggested in my title, is the death of American democracy. A
strange death,  because so  many Americans,  for  good reasons  and for  bad,  refuse  to
acknowledge that it has taken place.

The good reasons–those of the many thousand pro-democracy activists who remain fiercely
attached to the rights and freedoms that are theirs by inheritance and struggle, who have
uncovered through patient study the details of the theft, and who are seeking through firm
public action to reassert the dignity and reclaim the stolen voices of those many hundreds
of thousands of their fellow citizens deliberately abjected and silenced by fraud–these one
must  honour.  One  can  honour  as  well  the  activists’  wit  and  their  defiant  good
humour–evident,  for example,  in the placards carried in a demonstration in Denver on
November 11th (Remembrance Day, in this country):

Dude, Where Did My Vote Go?

Vote Free or Die Bold

Correct Electile Dysfunction

Corporations Cannot Run Elections

The Computer Ate My Vote!

The Fox is Guarding the Voting Coop

I Do Not Concede.[65]

But let’s be realistic about what it means when, with the willing complicity of all the major
outlets of the corporate media, a single corporatist party controls the executive functions of
the central government, including all of the security apparatus of a thoroughly militarized
state, both houses of the legislature, and the judiciary–and what it means when this same
party, having acquired executive power in 2000 through electoral fraud and a judicial coup
d’état,  and  having  confirmed  its  control  of  the  legislature  through  the  corrupt  midterm
elections of 2002, then provides a convincing demonstration in 2004 of its power to turn
what  should  have  been  a  landslide  electoral  defeat  into  a  dubious  but  effectively
unassailable  victory.
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It might be suggested that the leader himself, in his inverted Orwellian manner, gave fair
warning of what the public could anticipate in his second presidential election. One of the
most rightly celebrated of all ‘Bushisms’ was delivered in September 2002 to an audience in
Nashville, Tennessee: “There’s an old saying in Tennessee–I know it’s in Texas, probably in
Tennessee–that says, fool me once, shame on–shame on you. Fool me–you can’t get fooled
again.”[66] Really? Why on earth not?

* * *

For now at least, the forms of a democratic republic remain in place–as, in a parallel way,
the residual forms of the Roman Republic remained in place well after its devolution into a
militarized imperial autocracy.

One of the early emperors, Tiberius, got sadistic pleasure out of writing deferential letters to
the Roman Senate, humbly requesting the terrorized senators’ direction and advice. (It is
not recorded, though others of his missives had a similarly noxious effect, that he ever went
so far as to have the envelopes dusted–did the Romans use envelopes?–with weaponized
anthrax.)[67]

Tiberius’s successor, known to history by the fond nickname, Caligula, given him by the
Roman legionaries, likewise held the Senate in high esteem: he is said to have planned to
have his horse–or was it his donkey?–elected to that august body.[68]
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Republic); this would have entailed conferring senatorial rank upon the horse. See Suetonius, The
Twelve Caesars, trans. Robert Graves, revised Michael Grant (London: Penguin, 2000), IV. 55, p. 156.
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